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Abstract—Resilience plays an important role in supercomputers by providing correct and efficient operation in case of faults,
errors, and failures. Resilience design patterns offer blueprints
for effectively applying resilience technologies. Prior work focused on developing initial efficiency and performance models for
resilience design patterns. This paper extends it by (1) describing
performance, reliability, and availability models for all structural
resilience design patterns, (2) providing more detailed models that
include flowcharts and state diagrams, and (3) introducing the
Resilience Design Pattern Modeling (RDPM) tool that calculates
and plots the performance, reliability, and availability metrics of
individual patterns and pattern combinations.
Index Terms—high-performance computing, resilience, design
patterns, models

I. I NTRODUCTION
Resilience in extreme-scale high-performance computing
(HPC) systems is a critical challenge. With each new supercomputer generation, component counts increase, component reliability decreases (e.g., due to shrinking process
technology), and hardware and software complexity increases
(e.g., due to heterogeneous computing, complex data, and
workflows) [1]–[4]. Recent reports about serious reliability
problems also include unexpected issues, such as bad solder,
dirty power, and early wear-out [5], [6].
Resilience design patterns [7], [8] offer a structured hardand software design approach for improving resilience, such
that parallel applications running on these supercomputers
generate accurate solutions in a timely and efficient manner.
Frequently used in computer engineering, design patterns
identify problems and provide generalized solutions through
reusable templates. The novel resilience design pattern concept identifies and evaluates repeatedly occurring resilience
problems and coordinates solutions throughout hardware and
software components in supercomputers.
Prior work focused on (1) identifying and formalizing the
resilience design patterns in production HPC systems and
recent resilience technologies [7]–[9], (2) developing a proofof-concept prototype for demonstrating the resilience design
pattern concept using a fault-tolerant generalized minimal
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residual method (FT-GMRES) linear solver with portable
resilience [10], [11], (3) creating new, outcome-based metrics
for HPC resilience [12], and (4) developing initial performance
and reliability models for resilience design patterns [13].
This paper extends the previous work in initial performance
and reliability models by (1) describing performance, reliability, and availability models for all structural patterns, (2)
providing more detailed models with flowcharts and state
diagrams, and (3) introducing the RDPM tool to study the
characteristics of patterns and pattern combinations.
II. BACKGROUND
This section summarizes the used terminology and metrics
and briefly describes the concept of resilience design patterns.
A. Terminology and Metrics
The taxonomy in this document is largely based on prior
work in definitions for dependability in computing systems [3],
[8], [14], [15].
A fault is a defect in a system that has the potential to cause
an error. It can be dormant. When activated, it leads to an error
that causes an illegal system state. A failure occurs when an
error reaches the service interface of a system, resulting in
system inconsistent behavior with its specification.
Reliability is the probability of a system not experiencing a
fault, error, or failure during operation 0 ≤ t (Eq. 1). The fault,
error, or failure distribution is the probability of such an event
in the system during 0 ≤ t (Eq. 2). The probability density
function (PDF) f (t) is its relative likelihood. The fault, error,
or failure rate λ is the frequency at which a system experiences
such an event. The mean-time to error (MTTE) is its expected
time to error, while the mean-time to failure (MTTF) is its
expected time to failure (Eq. 3).
Given a large population of identical systems, the rate λ
for this population displays the “bathtub curve”. The initial
period has a high but rapidly decreasing rate (wear-in). Then
a roughly constant rate can be observed for a prolonged period
of time. Finally, the rate begins to increase again (wear-out).
A normalized exponential PDF of λe−λt with a constant rate
λ is typically assumed for the prolonged center period of the
“bathtub curve” (Eqs. 4-6).
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Fig. 1. Classification of resilience design patterns

N systems depending on each other exhibit serial reliability
(Eq. 7) and N systems redundant to each other have parallel
reliability (Eq. 8). Serial and parallel reliability can be simplified for identical systems (Eqs. 9 and 10). Assuming an
exponential PDF for system i of λe−λi t , serial and parallel
reliability and identical serial and parallel reliability can be
simplified (Eqs. 11-14).
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Availability is the proportion of time a system provides
a correct service, with planned uptime (PU) tpu , scheduled
downtime (SD) tsd , and unscheduled downtime (UD) tud
(Eq. 15). Performance is the time required to successfully
execute a task, including PU, SD, and UD. The mean-time to
repair (MTTR) is the expected time to repair a system and can
be used with the MTTF to calculate the mean-time between
failures (MTBF) (Eq. 16). MTTR, MTTF, and MTBF can also
be used to calculate availability (Eq. 17), if there is no SD.
Systems depending on each other exhibit serial availability
(Eq. 18) and systems redundant to each other have parallel
availability (Eq. 19). Serial and parallel availability can be
simplified for identical systems (Eqs. 20 and 21).
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B. Resilience Design Patterns
Design patterns describe generalizable solutions to recurring
problems. They are often derived from best practices and
contain the essential elements of design problems and their
solutions. Design patterns provide designers with a template
on how to solve a problem in different situations. They may
also describe design alternatives to a specific problem.

Resilience design patterns [7] address the issues of dealing with faults, errors, and failures in computing systems,
specifically in extreme-scale HPC. They identify the problems
caused by such events and the solutions to handle them. The
catalog of resilience design patterns [8] may be used by architects and developers as essential building blocks. It permits
exploration of design alternatives and optimization of the costbenefit trade-offs between performance, protection coverage,
and power consumption of different resilience solutions.
The latest pattern classification (Fig. 1) features 21 behavioral patterns: 4 strategy, 7 architectural, and 15 structural. It
also includes 5 state patterns. This paper extends the previous work [13], which introduced performance and reliability
models for 6 resilience design patterns (Fault Diagnosis, Reconfiguration, Redundancy and Design Diversity architectural,
Rollback, and Rollforward), to all 15 structural patterns.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Reliability and performance modeling, analysis, and optimization can be categorized [16] into: structural, state-space,
and hierarchical models. Structural models highlight the relationships between systems using block diagrams, reliability
graphs, and fault trees. State-space models describe dependencies between systems using Markov chains. Hierarchical
models balance the speed of analysis with its accuracy by combining abstract structural models with detailed Markov models.
In addition, performability analysis [17] models the interaction
between failure recovery behavior and performance.
Checkpoint/restart (C/R), represented by the Rejuvenation,
Rollback, and Rollforward pattern, is the main resilience
strategy in HPC. Much of the reliability and performance
modeling work in C/R has focused on the optimum checkpoint
interval [18], [19] and on applying it in practice to systems
with a non-constant MTBF [20], different failure distributions [21], and multilevel C/R solutions [22]. Research in the
redundancy area is not used in production HPC and mostly
focused on solutions and models for modular redundancy at
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [23], [24].
IV. R ESILIENCE D ESIGN PATTERN M ODELS
This section describes the performance, reliability, and
availability models for each of the 15 structural resilience
design patterns. They can be used to design and deploy
resilient systems by understanding the different trade-offs. We
assume an exponential PDF for fault, error, and failure.
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Fig. 2. Monitoring and Prediction pattern flowchart and state diagram
TABLE I
TABLE II
M ONITORING PATTERN PARAMETERS
P REDICTION PATTERN PARAMETERS

Parameter
Tm
Ta
Tn

Definition
Time to monitor (sub-) system parameters, including wait
and probe times
Time to perform the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis
Time to raise notification with type and location

Parameter
Tmon
Tf
Tr
Tmod
Tn

Definition
Time to monitor (sub-) system parameters, including wait
and probe times
Time to perform the filtering
Time to perform the regression
Time to perform the statistical/rule-based modeling
Time to raise notification

A. Monitoring
The Monitoring pattern supports methods to recognize the
presence of a defect or anomaly within a monitored system.
The solution requires a monitoring system, which may be a
subsystem of the monitored system or an external independent
system. The flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 2a, the
state diagram in Fig. 2b, and its parameters in Table I.
When the monitoring system is a part of monitored system,
the failure-free performance Tf =0 of the monitoring pattern
is defined by the task’s total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE and the time to monitor sub-system
parameters, including wait and probe times Tm with the total
number of input-execute-output cycles P . The performance
under failure T is defined by Tf =0 , plus the time Ta to perform
the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis and the time Tn to
raise notification with type and location, where the total time
to perform the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis and to raise
notification with type and location is number of faults time Ta
and Tn . The number of faults can be calculated by dividing
TE by MTTF (M ). Assuming constant times Tm (tm for P
input-execute-output cycles), Ta , and Tn , T can be defined by
Eq. 22. As the Monitoring pattern is not impacted by error
or failure, the reliability remains the same as per Eq. 4. The
availability of the Monitoring pattern can be calculated using
the task’s total execution time without the Monitoring pattern
TE and the performance with the Monitoring pattern T (Eq.
15). TE is PU and T is PU , SD and UD.
T = TE + P (tm ) +

TE
(Ta + Tn )
M

(22)

B. Prediction
Prediction supports methods to recognize the potential of
a future defect or anomaly within a monitored system. The

solution requires a monitoring system, which may be a subsystem of the monitored system or an external independent
system. The flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 2c, the
state diagram in Fig. 2d, and its parameters in Table II.
When the monitoring system is a part of the monitored
system, the failure-free performance Tf =0 of the prediction
pattern is defined by the task’s total execution time without
any resilience strategy TE , the time to monitor sub-system
parameters, including wait and probe times Tmon , the time
to perform the filtering Tf , the time to perform the regression
Tr , and the time to perform the statistical/rule-based modeling
Tmod with the total number of input-execute-output cycles P .
The performance under failure T is defined by Tf =0 , plus the
time Tn to raise notification with type and location, where the
total time to raise notification with type and location is number
of faults time Tn . Assuming constant times Tmon (tmon ), Tf
(tf ), Tr (tr ), Tmod (tmod ), and Tn , T can be defined by Eq. 23.
Like the Monitoring pattern, the reliability remains the same
and availability is defined by Eq. 15.
T = TE + P (tmon + tf + tr + tmod ) +

TE
(Tn )
M

(23)

C. Restructure
Restructure alleviates the impact of a fault, error, or failure
on system operation by changing the interconnection between
the subsystems in the overall system. It has a detection component that is similar to the Monitoring or Prediction pattern
and an additional containment and mitigation component that
acts upon the notification from the detection component. The
flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 3a, the state diagram
in Fig. 3b, and its parameters in Table III.
In case when monitoring system is a part of monitored
system, the failure-free performance Tf =0 of the restructure
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Fig. 4. Rejuvenation pattern flowchart and state diagram
TABLE IV
R EJUVENATION PATTERN PARAMETERS

TABLE III
R ESTRUCTURE PATTERN PARAMETERS
Parameter
Te
Td
Ti
Tr

Te

Parameter
Te
Td
Ti

Definition
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect or predict a fault, error or failure
Time to isolate the affected subsystem(s)
Time to remove the affected subsystem(s)

Tr

pattern is defined by the task’s total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE and the time to detect or predict a fault,
error or failure Td with the total number of input-executeoutput cycles P . The performance under failure T is defined
by Tf =0 , plus the time Ti to isolate the affected subsystem(s)
and the time Tr to remove the affected subsystem(s), where the
total time to isolate the affected subsystem(s) and to remove
the affected subsystem(s) is number of faults, errors, or failures
time Ti and Tr . Assuming constant times Td (td ), Ti , and Tr ,
T can be defined by Eq. 24.
Given that the Restructure pattern enables the resumption
of correct operation after an error or failure, the reliability of
a system employing it is defined by errors and failures that are
not handled by the pattern, such as failures of the persistent
storage system. The reliability after applying the Restructure
pattern R(t) can be obtained using the performance under
failure T and the failure rate λu (or MTTF Mu ) of the
unprotected part of the system (Eq. 25). The availability is
defined by Eq. 15.
T = TE + P (td ) +

TE
(Ti + Tr )
M

R(t) = e−λu T = e−T /Mu

(24)
(25)

Definition
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect or predict a fault, error, or failure
Time to isolate the affected subsystem(s)
Time to restore or replace the state of the affected subsystem(s)

a fault, error, or failure Td with the total number of inputexecute-output cycles P in Eq. 30. Tl , Tr , and Ts represent Ti
time to isolate the affected subsystem(s) and Tr time to restore
or replace the state of the affected subsystem(s). Assuming
constant times Td (td ), Tl , Tr , and Ts , T can be defined by
Eq. 26. Reliability and availability are defined by Eq. 25 and
Eq. 15, respectively.


T = TE + P (td ) +
+

TE
TE
− 1 Ts +
Te,f (τ + Ts )
τ
M

TE
(Tl + Tr )
M

(26)

E. Reinitialization
Reinitialization alleviates the impact of a fault, error, or
failure on system operation by restoring the affected subsystem
or system to its initial state. It has a detection component that
is similar to the Monitoring or Prediction structural patterns
and an additional containment and mitigation component that
acts upon the notification from the detection component. The
flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 5a, the state diagram
in Fig. 5b, and its parameters in Table V.
TABLE V
R EINITIALIZATION PATTERN PARAMETERS

D. Rejuvenation
Rejuvenation alleviates the impact of a fault, error, or failure
on system operation by restoring the affected subsystem or
system to a known correct state. It has a detection component
that is similar to the Monitoring or Prediction structural patterns and an additional containment and mitigation component
that acts upon the notification from the detection component
and is similar to the Rollback or Rollforward structural patterns. The flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 4a, the
state diagram in Fig. 4b, and its parameters in Table IV.
Rejuvenation pattern detection component is same as the
Monitoring pattern (Eq. 22). The containment and mitigation
component impact the task total execution time same as in
Rollback or Rollforward pattern (described later). We define
performance using the Rollback pattern. We calculate performance under failure T by adding the time to detect or predict

Parameter
Te
Td
Ti
Tr

Definition
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect or predict a fault, error, or failure
Time to isolate the affected subsystem(s)
Time to reset the entire system or affected subsystem(s)

Reinitialization pattern failure-free performance Tf =0 is defined by the task’s total execution time without any resilience
strategy TE and the time to detect or predict a fault, error, or
failure Td with the total number of input-execute-output cycles
P . The performance under failure T is defined by Tf =0 , plus
the time Ti to isolate the affected subsystem(s), the time Tr
to remove the affected subsystem(s), and the time for work
lost (which is assumed to be half of TE ), where the total time
to isolate the affected subsystem(s), to remove the affected
subsystem(s), and the time for work lost is number of faults,
errors, or failures time Ti , Tr , and half of TE . Assuming
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Fig. 5. Reinitialization and Rollback pattern flowchart and state diagram

constant times Td (td ), Ti , and, Tr , T can be defined by Eq.
27. Reliability and availability are defined by Eq. 25 and Eq.
15, respectively.
T = TE + P (td ) +

TE
(Ti + Tr + TE ∗ 0.5)
M

(27)

F. Rollback
Rollback supports resilient operation by restoring the system
to the time when the last checkpoint occurred in the event of
an error or failure. The flowchart of the pattern is shown in
Fig. 5c, the state diagram in Fig. 5d, and its parameters in
Table VI.
TABLE VI
ROLLBACK PATTERN PARAMETERS

Tr
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Detect

Detected?

Finished

(a)
Reinitialization
Flowchart

Tl

Te
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End

Parameter
Te
Td

Execute

Definition
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect an error/failure (not part of this pattern)
Time to load consistent system state and progress from
storage
Time to rollback to the last known correct state
Time to save system state and progress to storage

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Rollback pattern
is defined by the task’s total execution time without any resilience strategy TE and the time spent on saving system state
and progress to storage Ts during task execution with a total
number of checkpoints N . Assuming a constant checkpoint
interval τ , the total number of checkpoints N is defined by
the task’s total execution time without any resilience strategy
TE divided by τ . Td , time to detect an error/failure, is not part
of this pattern.
The performance under failure T is defined by the failurefree performance Tf =0 , plus the total lost time to execute
system progress TEL and the total time to load consistent
system state and progress from storage and to rollback to the
last known correct state TR (Eq. 28). Assuming constant times
Ts , Tl , and Tr , the performance under failure T can be further
simplified with a total number of failures (Eq. 29). T can be
calculated [19] using a first-order (Eq. 30) and a higher-order
(Eq. 31) approximation for an optimal checkpoint interval τ .
Reliability and availability are defined by Eq. 25 and Eq. 15,
respectively.
T = TE + TS + TEL + TR
TE
(Tl + Tr )
T = TE + N Ts + TEL +
M

(28)
(29)
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G. Rollforward
Rollforward supports resilient operation by restoring the
system to the time when the error/failure event occurred in
the event of an error or failure. The flowchart of the pattern
is shown in Fig. 6a, the state diagram in Fig. 6b and its
parameters in Table VII.
TABLE VII
ROLLFORWARD PATTERN PARAMETERS
Parameter
Te
Td
Tl
Tr
Ts

Definition
Time to execute (sub-) system progress
Time to detect an error/failure (not part of this pattern, but
shown for completeness)
Time to load consistent (sub-) system state and progress
from storage
Time to rollforward to the correct state before the event
Time to save (sub-) system state and progress to storage

The Rollforward pattern avoids losing any work as it
recovers the system to stable state immediately before the error
or failure event. Assuming constant times Ts , Tl , and Tr , the
performance T can be calculated by getting rid of lost work
TEL in Eq. 30 (Eq. 32). Reliability and availability are defined
by Eq. 25 and
Eq. 15,respectively.

T = TE +

√
TE
TE
− 1 Ts +
(Tl + Tr ), τ = 2M Ts
τ
M

(32)

H. Forward Error Correction Code
Forward Error Correction Code (FECC) supports resilient
operation by applying redundancy to system state and optionally to system resources in the form of encoded system
state. Input is encoded, processed redundantly in an encoded
fashion by the system, and the output is then decoded. The
decoding corrects an error or failure. The flowchart of the
pattern is shown in Fig. 6c, the state diagram in Fig. 6d, and
its parameters in Table VIII.
The failure free performance Tf =0 of the FECC pattern is
defined by the task total execution time without any resilience
strategy TE , the total time to activate the redundant information storage Ta , the time to encode Ten , and the time to decode
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Start

TABLE VIII
FECC PATTERN PARAMETERS
Parameter
Ta
Ten
Tex
Td
Tc

Definition
Time to activate the redundant information storage
Time to encode the input for the (sub-) system
Time to execute (sub-) system progress
Time to decode the output from the (sub-) system and
detect
Time to correct using redundant information

Activate
Active/Standby
(Sub-) Systems

Ta

Activate
Active/Standby
(Sub-) Systems

Execute

Te

Tr

Detect

Td

T = TE + Ta + P (ten + td ) +

TE
(Tc )
M

(33)

I. Active/Standby
Active/Standby supports resilient operation by applying
redundancy in the form of N functionally identical replicas, using redundancy in space and potentially in time. The flowchart
of the pattern is shown in Fig. 7a, the state diagram in Fig.
7b, and its parameters in Table IX.
TABLE IX
ACTIVE /S TANDBY PATTERN PARAMETERS
Parameter
Ta
Ti
Te
Td
Tf
Tr

Definition
Time to activate the active and standby (sub-) systems
Time to replicate the input to the active and standby (sub-)
systems
Time to execute progress on the active (sub-) system
Time to detect an error in or failure of the active (sub-)
system
Time to isolate the active (sub-) system and fail-over to a
standby (sub-) system
Time to replicate system state from the active (sub-)
system to the standby (sub-) systems

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Active/Standby
pattern is defined by the task total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE , the total time to activate the active and
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above equations define total execution time while redundancy
is in time. Reliability and availability are defined by Eq. 25
and Eq. 15, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Active/Standby pattern flowchart and state diagram

(sub-) standby systems Ta , the time to replicate the input to
the active and standby (sub-) systems Ti , the time to detect
an error in or failure of the active (sub-) system Td , and the
time to replicate system state from the active (sub-) system
to the standby (sub-) systems Tr with the total number of
input-execute-output cycles P . The performance under failure
T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time Tf to isolate the active
(sub-) system and fail-over to a standby (sub-) system, where
total time to isolate is number of error or failure times Tf .
Assuming constant times Ta , Ti (ti ), Td (td ), Tr (tr ), and Tf ,
T can be defined by Eq. 34. When the redundancy is in space,
using a ratio for replication in space vs. in time α, T (Eq. 35)
can be reformulated.
T = TE + Ta + P (ti + td + tr ) +

TE
(Tf )
M

T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (ti + td + tr ) +

(34)
TE
(Tf )
M
(35)

Reliability is defined by the parallel reliability of the N redundant execution and the performance under failure T
(Eq. 36). It can be simplified for redundancy of identical
systems (Eq. 37).
R(t) = 1 −

N
Y

(1 − e−λn T )

n=1

(36)

Ri (t) = 1 − (1 − e−λT )N (37)

The availability A of the Active/Standby pattern is defined
by N -parallel availability and the performance under failure
T (Eq. 38). It can be simplified for redundancy of identical
systems (Eq. 39). If Ta , Ti , Td , Tr , and Tf are small enough,
non-identical and identical availability can be simplified further (Eqs. 40 and 41), where Mn (or M ) is the MTTF and
Rn (or R) is the MTTR of each individual system (Tf ).
N
Y

Ai = 1 − (1 − A)N
A=1−
(1 − An )

N
n=1
TE


N
=1− 1−
Y
TE,n
T
(38)
=1−
1−
Tn
(39)
n=1

N

N 
Y
M
Mn
A=1−
1−
Ai = 1 − 1 −
Mn + Rn
M +R
n=1
(41)
(40)

or discount the replica(s) where total time to remove, replace,
or discount is number of error or failure times Tf . Assuming
constant times Ta , Ti (ti ), To (to ), and Tr , T can be simplified
(Eq. 42). Using a ratio for replication in space vs. in time α,
T (Eq. 43) can be reformulated. Reliability is defined by Eq.
37. Availability can be calculated using R (Tr ) by Eq. 41.
T = TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +

TE
(Tr )
M

(42)

TE
T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +
(Tr )
M

(43)

K. N-Version Design
N-Version Design supports resilient operation by applying
redundancy in the form of N functionally equivalent alternate
system implementations. The flowchart of the pattern is shown
in Fig. 9a, the state diagram in Fig. 9b, and its parameters in
Table XI.

J. N-modular Redundancy
Start

N-modular Redundancy enables the continuous correct operation of a system by applying redundancy in the form of
N functionally identical replicas. Redundancy in time uses
the same resources to execute replicas. Redundancy in space
uses redundant resources. A mix between both is possible,
where there are more replicas than redundant resources. The
flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 8a, the state diagram
in Fig. 8b, and its parameters in Table X.
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Fig. 9. N-version Design pattern flowchart and state diagram
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TABLE XI
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Fig. 8. N-modular Redundancy pattern flowchart and state diagram

To

TABLE X
N- MODULAR R EDUNDANCY PATTERN PARAMETERS

Tr

Parameter
Ta
Ti
Te
To
Tr

Definition
Time to activate N replicas of the system
Time to replicate the input to the N replicas
Time to execute system progress in the N replicas
Time to compare the outputs from the N replicas
Time to remove, replace, or discount the affected replica(s)

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the N-modular Redundancy pattern is defined by the task’s total execution time
without any resilience strategy TE , the total time to activate N
replicas of the system Ta , the time to replicate the input Ti and
the time to compare the outputs To with the total number of
input-execute-output cycles P . The performance under failure
T is defined by Tf =0 , plus the total time Tr to remove, replace,

Definition
Time to activate N versions of the (sub-) system
Time to replicate the input to the N versions of the (sub-)
system
Time to execute (sub-) system progress in the N versions
of the (sub-) system
Time to validate the output from the N versions of the
(sub-) system
Time to remove, replace, or discount the affected redundant (sub-) system version(s)

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the N Version is
defined by the task total execution time without any resilience
strategy TE (the worst case execution time of N versions of the
(sub-) system), the total time to activate N versions of the (sub) system Ta , the time to replicate the input to the N versions of
the (sub-) system Ti , and the time to validate the output from
the N versions of the (sub-) system To with the total number of
input-execute-output cycles P . The performance under failure
T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time Tr to remove, replace,
or discount the affected redundant (sub-) system version(s),
where total time to remove, replace, or discount is number
of error or failure times Tr . Assuming constant times Ta , Ti
(ti ), To (to ), and Tr , T can be defined by Eq. 44. When the

redundancy is in space, using a ratio for replication in space
vs. in time α, T (Eq. 45) can be reformulated. Reliability is
defined by Eq. 37. Availability can be calculated using R (Tr )
by Eq. 41.
T = TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +

TE
(Tr )
M

(44)

T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +

TE
(Tr )
M

(45)

L. Recovery Block
Recovery Block supports resilient operation by applying
redundancy in the form of a functionally equivalent alternate
system implementation encapsulated in a recovery block. The
flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 10a, the state diagram
in Fig. 10b, and its parameters in Table XII.

is defined by Eq. 37. Availability can be calculated using R
(Tr ) by Eq. 41.
M. Natural Tolerance
Natural Tolerance relies on the capability of reaching a
correct system state from an illegal system state after a
finite number of execution steps using implicit error/failure
detection and self-masking. Self-masking may be as simple as
approximation of a correct state. The Redundancy pattern is
often employed to aid in the process of self-masking and to
extend the pattern’s protection domain. The flowchart of the
pattern is shown in Fig. 11a, the state diagram in Fig. 11b,
and its parameters in Table XIII.
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Fig. 11. Natural Tolerance pattern flowchart and state diagram
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Fig. 10. Recovery Block pattern flowchart and state diagram
TABLE XII
R ECOVERY B LOCK PATTERN PARAMETERS

Te
To
Tr

Td

Finished

Yes

Ti

Detect
Finished

Executed

Finished?

Parameter
Ta

Te

Executed

Definition
Time to activate the recovery block of the (sub-) system
Time to replicate the input to the (sub-) system and the
recovery block of the (sub-) system
Time to execute (sub-) system progress
Time to validate the output from the (sub-) system
Time to execute the recovery block of the (sub-) system

T = TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +

TE
(Tr )
M

T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (ti + to ) +

(46)
TE
(Tr )
M

(47)

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Recovery Block
pattern is defined by the task total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE , the total time to activate the recovery
block of the (sub-) system Ta , the time to replicate the input to
the (sub-) system and the recovery block of the (sub-) system
Ti , and the time to validate the output from the (sub-) system
To with the total number of input-execute-output cycles P . The
performance under failure T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time
Tr to execute the recovery block of the (sub-) system, where
total time to execute the recovery block of the (sub-) system is
number of error or failure times Tr . Assuming constant times
Ta , Ti (ti ), To (to ), and Tr , T can be defined by Eq. 46. When
the redundancy is in space, using a ratio for replication in
space vs. in time α, T (Eq. 47) can be reformulated. Reliability

Parameter
Ta
Te
Td
Tm

Definition
Time to activate redundancy (if any)
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect illegal system state
Time to self-mask illegal system state

The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Natural Tolerance
pattern is defined by the task total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE , the total time to activate redundancy Ta ,
and the time to detect illegal system state Td with the total
number of input-execute-output cycles P . The performance
under failure T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time Tm to selfmask illegal system state, where total time to self-mask illegal
system state is number of error or failure times Tm . Assuming
constant times Ta , Td (td ) and Tm , T can be defined by Eq. 48.
When the redundancy is in space, using a ratio for replication
in space vs. in time α, T (Eq. 49) can be reformulated.
Reliability is defined by Eq. 37. Availability can be calculated
using R (Tm ) by Eq. 41.
T = TE + Ta + P (td ) +

TE
(Tm )
M

T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (td ) +

(48)
TE
(Tm )
M

(49)

N. Self-Healing
Self-Healing relies on the capability of reaching a correct
system state from an illegal system state after a finite number
of execution steps using explicit error/failure detection and
self-correction. Self-correction may be as simple as discarding,
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Fig. 12. Self-Healing pattern flowchart and state diagram
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TABLE XV
S ELF -AWARE PATTERN PARAMETERS

Definition
Time to activate redundancy (if any)
Time to execute system progress
Time to detect illegal system state
Time to self-correct illegal system state

Parameter
Te
Tm

recomputing, or estimating a wrong value in the system or a
wrong or missing output from a subsystem. The flowchart of
the pattern is shown in Fig. 12a, the state diagram in Fig. 12b,
and its parameters in Table XIV.
The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Self-Healing
pattern is defined by the task total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE , the total time to activate redundancy Ta ,
and the total time to detect illegal system state Td with the total
number of input-execute-output cycles P . The performance
under failure T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time Tc to selfcorrect illegal system state, where total time to self-correct
illegal system state is number of error or failure times Tc .
Assuming constant times Ta , Td (td ) and Tc , T can be defined
by Eq. 50. When the redundancy is in space, using a ratio
for replication in space vs. in time α, T (Eq. 51) can be
reformulated. Reliability is defined by Eq. 37. Availability can
be calculated using R (Tc ) by Eq. 41.
TE
(Tc )
M

T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + Ta + P (td ) +

Cause/Effect or
Effect/Cause Analysis

Finished

End

TABLE XIV
S ELF -H EALING PATTERN PARAMETERS

T = TE + Ta + P (td ) +

Ta

Yes

(50)
TE
(Tc )
M

(51)

O. Self-Aware
Self-Aware relies on the capability of reaching a correct
system state from an illegal system state after a finite number
of execution steps using explicit error/failure detection and
self-correction. It additionally employs the Fault Diagnosis
architectural pattern and an observe, orient, decide, and act
(OODA) loop control for error/failure detection and selfcorrection. The flowchart of the pattern is shown in Fig. 13a,
the state diagram in Fig. 13b, and its parameters in Table XV.
The failure-free performance Tf =0 of the Self-Aware pattern is defined by the task total execution time without any
resilience strategy TE and the time to monitor (sub-) system
parameters, including wait and probe times Tm with the total
number of input-execute-output cycles P . The performance
under failure T is defined by Tf =0 plus the time to perform

Ta
To
Tc

Definition
Time to execute system progress
Time to monitor (sub-) system parameters, including wait
and probe times
Time to perform the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis
Time to perform the option/trade-off decision making
Time to self-correct illegal system state

the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis Ta , the time To to
perform the option/trade-off decision making and the time
Tc to self-correct illegal system state, where total time to
perform the cause/effect or effect/cause analysis, to perform
the option/trade-off decision making and to self-correct illegal
system state is number of error or failure times Ta , To , and
Tc . Assuming constant times Tm (tm ), Ta , To , and Tc , T can
be defined by Eq. 52. When the redundancy is in space, using
a ratio for replication in space vs. in time α, T (Eq.53) can
be reformulated. Reliability is defined by Eq. 37. Availability
can be calculated using R (Ta + To + Tc ) by Eq. 41.
TE
(Ta + To + Tc )
M
TE
(Ta + To + Tc )
T = αTE + (1 − α)N TE + P (tm ) +
M
T = TE + P (tm ) +

(52)
(53)

V. R ESILIENCE D ESIGN PATTERN M ODELING T OOL
The RDPM tool was developed to simplify studying the
characteristics of patterns and pattern combinations. Each
pattern has its own models and parameters, which can make it
a rather tedious task to understand the performance, reliability,
and availability trade-offs of different patterns and pattern
implementations. This is even more complicated by horizontal
and vertical combinations of patterns to complement each
other. The RDPM tool alleviates these difficulties by modeling
patterns and pattern combinations and providing performance,
reliability, and availability plots for each scenario. This permits
design space exploration that navigates the space of patterns
as well as individual pattern parameter spaces.
The Python-based RDPM1 tool implements performance,
reliability, and availability models for each of the 15 structural
resilience design pattern as individual classes. Patterns objects
1 https://code.ornl.gov/6hk/rdpm

Te

Executed

Finished

End

Parameter
Ta
Te
Td
Tc

Act

Self-Correct State

Started

Self-Correct State

Tm

can be created and configured using an XML file2 , describing
a systems resilience design patterns. Each class offers a
method to calculate and plot its performance, reliability, and
availability metrics. A full description of the RDPM tool
and a demonstration of its capabilities is outside the scope
of this paper. However, the interested reader is encouraged to
to follow up on some of our early experiments3 that can not
be presented here due to space concerns.
In these experiments, we set TE to 168 hours. For the
Monitoring to FECC patterns, we set MTTF M to 24-168
hours (1-7 days). The MTTF Mu of the unprotected part
of the system is 720 hours (30 days). For patterns from
Active/Standby to Self-Aware, for performance we set MTTF
M to 192 hours (8), for reliability and availability we set
MTTF M (MRA in the XML file) to 48-336 hours (2-14 days).
The ratio for replication in space vs. in time, α, is in between
0 and 1. All other parameters are measured in hours and range
from 1 second to 2 minutes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper extends previous work in initial performance and
reliability models for resilience design patterns by (1) describing performance, reliability, and availability models for all 15
structural patterns, (2) providing more detailed models with
flowcharts and state diagrams that illustrate pattern behavior,
and (3) introducing the RDPM tool to study the characteristics
of patterns and pattern combinations, including performance,
reliability, and availability models between different patterns
and pattern implementations.
Future efforts will focus on models for power consumption
and energy for each structural pattern to allow for performance, resilience power/energy HPC system design space
exploration using modeling and simulation tools and for
runtime performance, resilience power/energy trade-offs by
autonomous runtime systems. Future work will also focus on
validating the models and verifying the RDPM tool. This paper
intends to provide the theoretical foundations for resilience
design pattern models and an initial design space exploration
tool. It will take real performance, reliability, and availability
data to validate the models and to verify the RDPM tool. This
was outside the scope of this paper.
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